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  Mindlessness
  

» Autopilot disrupts present-moment awareness 

» A wandering mind is an unhappy mind... 

» Connection between attention and happiness 



  Mindlessness
  

A Cluttered and Noisy Mind
Research indicates that people spend about 47% percent of their 
waking hours thinking about something other than what they’re 

doing, and this mind-wandering and mind clutter typically 
makes them unhappy (Killingsworth & Gilbert, 2010).

» Autopilot disrupts present-moment awareness 

» A wandering mind is an unhappy mind...

» Connection between attention and happiness 

Killingsworth, M., & 
Gilbert, D. (2010). A 

wandering mind is an 
unhappy mind. Science, 

330(6006), 932.
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B. Bower. (2014). People 
will take pain over be-

ing left alone with their 
thoughts. Science News.

Retrieved from www.
sciencenews.org/ar-

ticle/people-will-take-
pain-over-being-left-
alone-their-thoughts

“In six experiments, a total of 146 college students handed over their 
cell phones and sat alone, thinking, for 6 to 15 minutes...”



“All of humanity’s problems 
stem from man’s inability to sit 

quietly in a room alone.”

— Blaise Pascal
French mathematician, physicist, 

inventor, writer & philosopher



There is a causeless 
happiness when you 
are in the ‘now’

There is a causeless 
happiness when you 
are in the ‘now’



Think about a time that 
you felt fully present and 

a sense of ‘aliveness’...
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Clip: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=To1wAkYjnHU
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“There’s something better than this moment”

Forward-moving energy is a habit. 
Imagine that you couldn’t imagine 

a better moment?





So, what is 
mindfulness 

exactly?



The act of noticing 
what’s going on in the 

present moment



The act of noticing 
(nonjudgmentally)



And then I like to add sometimes, 
“as if your life depended on it.” 

Because it does. 

And then I like to add sometimes, 
“as if your life depended on it.” 

—Jon Kabat-Zinn 
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Thinking

CONCEPT: Mindfulness in Schools, Richard Burnett

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6mlk6xD_xAQ
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Sensing



Five Senses &
Interoceptive Awareness



But we tend to cling to thoughts, feelings, sensations, emotions...

The 90 Second Rule

Jill Bolte Taylor, Ph.D. 





  So, how is it done?
  

» Formal practice (e.g. daily sitting meditation)

» Informal practice (e.g. walking, washing dishes,       

        listening, smelling, touching, eating, etc.) click me click me 

Blind
Drawing

Collaging

Breathing

Doodling

Walking

Free-
writing

Smelling

Deep 
listening

Gazing

Body 
scanning

Art-making

Eating



  Why Should We Do It?
  

  » decrease in accidents; 
  » increase in health & longevity;
  » decrease in stress;
  just to name a few benefits. 

Langer, E. (2000). Mindful Learning. Current 
Directions in Psychological Science, 9(6), 200–223.

  Experimental research, conducted over 25 years, 

 reveals the benefits of mindfulness, are vast and

  often profound. Mindfulness results in a/an:

» increase in competence; 
  » increase in memory,
  » increase in positive affect; 
   » increase in creativity;
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2016 National College Health Association Survey of Canadian post-Secondary 
Students: 44.4% of surveyed students reported that at some point in the previous 

twelve months they felt “so depressed it was difficult to function”



Mindfulness gives us the 
courage to look towards 
discomfort rather than 

away from it. 





  



  How Can We Incorporate It?
  

  
  
  

  As instructors, mindfulness can be incorporated by:

  » Practicing mindful breathing before and after teaching

  » Practicing single-tasking on the job

  » Watching the mind when listening (where is your attention?)

  » Shifting students’ attention by varying stimuli (mindful learning)

  » Practicing before a creative problem-solving task



Mindfulness Boosters
Deborah Schoeberlein

Pausing spontaneously to breathe and rest helps create 
space to cue attention. 

“Sometimes, one or more mindful breaths provide the mental 
energy and space for your mind to fi nd a solution.” 



Breathing Meditation Practice





How else do I include mindful 
breaks in the classroom? 



Incorporate blank slides or slides with minimal 
text as pause moments within the class
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In reality, our 
productivity goes down 

by as much as 40%. 
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How do I vary stimuli 
in the classroom? 



Shift attention through variation in instruction 
(e.g. inclusion of experiential learning)



And cue attention by, visually, creating 
di� erent focus points on slides 
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Free-writing



Mind-mapping



  How Can We Incorporate It?
  

  
  
  

Connect it to the student learning 
(e.g. a value within the material)



Curiosity

Beginner’s Mind





  How Can We Incorporate It?
  

  
  
  

Be creative! 

How can you balance sensing and thinking?
How can you incorporate “pause moments”?



Hmm, raisins in the classroom, Isn’t mindfulness 
in the classroom a little radical?
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Latest News

Keyano College joining ’mindful revolution’
Providing mindfulness training to all faculty, staff, and students

Author: Melissa Munn / Tuesday, February 28, 2017 / Categories: Keyano College General, Academics

(Fort McMurray, AB – February 27, 2017) – Keyano College announced today it is offering online mindfulness training

to all faculty, staff and students to support mental health, improve resilience and increase performance. On March 6,

5000 members of the Keyano community will be invited to start the evidence-based 30 Day Mindfulness Challenge.

“It’s a dynamic, face-paced environment at Keyano College so we want to support our community as much as possible,

especially as we approach the one year anniversary of the fire,” said Debbie O’Halloran, Chair, Counselling &

Accessibility Services. “We’re pleased to bring the benefits of mindfulness the College and it dovetails nicely with our

ongoing commitment to support our people – staff and students.”

“Just last week, we opened a relaxation room.  It is a place where people can take a break from the pressures to

reconnect with themselves and put things into perspective” O’Halloran continued.   “We have already had people use

the room to meditate and just breathe.”

The 30 Day Mindfulness Challenge has been used at the Mental Health Commission of Canada, UBC, WestJet, Coca-

Cola, Harvard Law School and more because it’s proven by Sauder School of Business to lower stress, increase

resilience, improve teamwork, and strengthen leadership skills. The Challenge also teaches ‘mindfulness-in-action’ so

people don’t need to stop what they are doing to become calmer, present and focused.

Media inquiries:

Debbie O’Halloran

Chair, Counselling & Accessibility Services

780-791-8929

Number of views (49) / Comments (0)
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  A Few Mindfulness Resources
» Mindfulness Meditation Apps
    Headspace App
    Mindful Mynah App

    Insight Timer App

» Reputable Online Guided Meditations 
   Headspace: www.headspace.com
   UCLA Mindful Awareness, Free Guided Meditations
   McGill University: mcgill.ca/mindfulness/online-resources
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Creating Connections:
Mindfulness at the University of Alberta

The Wellness Project 2015

Billy Strean, Ph.D.

Professor, Faculty of Physical Education and Recreation

Justin Pritchard, M.Des. 
Past-President, Mindfulness Meditation Student Group

Melanie Lewis, M.D.  M.Ed.

Associate Dean, Learner Advocacy and Wellness Office
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Ac Ademic courses
The U of A offers academic courses from different disciplines that 
integrate mindfulness into the classroom through course content and 
instruction. Below are examples of U of A faculty who have incorporated 
mindfulness into their classroom settings:

Department of Human Ecology
Kathryn Chandler, Practicum Coordinator, teaches a practicum course 
that is based on “communities of practice” and “reflective practice”. 
These concepts are supported by mindfulness practices and other 
contemplative pedagogies. 

Department of Philosophy
Department of Interdisciplinary Studies (Religious Studies)
Neil Dalal, Assistant Professor, teaches students about the theory of 
meditation practices in a number of his courses. He incorporates regular 
guided meditations as a bridge between practice and philosophy. 

Faculty of Physical Education and Recreation
Billy Strean, Professor, teaches courses that incorporate mindfulness at 
the beginning of class sessions to have students “arrive” and be present. 
He also makes links to how mindfulness can support other learning 
outcomes, such as playfulness.

Department of Political Science
David Kahane, Professor, introduces meditation and mindfulness to 
students by teaching about “mindful social action” in philosophy and 
political science. 

Department of Psychiatry
Catherine Phillips, Assistant Clinical Professor, offers an elective in 
Mindfulness in Medicine/Psychiatry for psychiatry residents and medical 
students. Course concepts relate to Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction. 

Department of Secondary Education
Claudia Eppert, Associate Professor, has taught courses with content 
related to mindfulness, wisdom, contemplative pedagogy, compassion, 
and heart-centred curriculum in the Department of Secondary Education. 

Justin Pritchard
justin.pritchard@ualberta.ca



  

Thank you,
Questions?
justin.pritchard@ualberta.ca




